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K-80 Trap Special
The K-80 Trap Special is built around the proven K-80 receiver featur
ing a high rib and stock design. The K-80 Trap Special rib design allows
for a more upright and natural head position increasing and accelerat
ing target pick up. The Monte Carlo adjustable stock dimensions complement the high rib and the “head up” design reduces perceived recoil
and minimizes neck strain.
Available as a combination with 30” * or 32” over/under barrels and
the choice of 34” Unsingle or Top Single barrel, the Trap Special Combo
becomes a serious competitor in all trap events. If Handicap or Singles
is your specialty, the Trap Special may be purchased with a single barrel of your choice. Equally, if trap doubles are your favorite the Trap
Special is available as an over/under only.
Factory set to shoot a 70%/30% pattern, Trap Special barrels come
standard with choke tubes and always feature fully adjustable ribs.
Fixed choked versions may be available from time to time on special
request. Bottom barrel point-of-impact (POI) on the over/under is
adjustable by changing the barrel hanger. Barrels can be adjusted to
shoot a relatively flat 60%/40% or up to almost a full pattern high and
optionally even higher with the new “Pro-Rib”.**

Beneath the surface beats the heart of a true competitor – the legend
ary K-80 receiver. Designed for serious competition and built to last,
precision engineering delivers confidence with each shot. With proper
care and maintenance, your Krieghoff Trap Special will be a lifelong
shooting companion.
The Trap Special comes standard with a light scroll engraving, adjustable comb and standard Krieghoff steel choke tubes. Upgraded
options, such as Titanium choke tubes are listed in the table below.
Customization can be arranged through your Krieghoff Dealer.
Favored by amateur trapshooters, All American Captains and Hall of
Famers alike, the K-80 Trap Special can evolve into the perfect gun for
every level of shooter. Its perfect balance and high post rib takes the
sport of trapshooting to a new level.
Contact your Krieghoff dealer today to learn more about the K-80 Trap
Special and the features designed especially for you – the Trapshooter.

The Monte Carlo adjustable stock features an adjustable comb designed
to complement the higher rib design. Crafted from Turkish walnut
with practical competition checkering and satin finish, the
stock and matching # 3 forearm adds a touch of hand
crafted beauty to the sturdiness of the Trap Special.

Monte Carlo adjustable stock complements the higher Trap Special rib.

Over/Under barrel gives optimum field of vision for doubles

The Top Single barrel for shooters who prefer

The Unsingle barrel, for minimizing recoil and

shooting singles “off the barrel”.

shooting singles off the bead

Specifications and Options for the K-80 Trap Special Combo
Gauge

Action

12 Gauge; 2-3/4” chamber

Case hardened, nickel plated steel with satin grey nickel finish.
Nitride and Case Colored finished optional.

Barrels
O/U, 12ga., 30” * or 32”, CT/CT (5 incld: IC,M,IM,F,SF)
Unsingle, 12ga., 34”, CT (3 incld: M,IM,F)
Top Single, 12ga., 34”, CT (3 incld: M,IM,F)
Fully adjustable, high-post ventilated tapered rib.
Fixed choked barrels occasionally available upon special request.
Optional: Titanium chokes tubes.

Sights
White pearl front sight and metal center bead.
Shipped with a standard 70%/30% high shooting pattern, the pointof-impact can be adjusted from a fairly flat 60%/40% to almost a full
pattern high.**

Trigger
Single selective mechanical trigger, adjustable for finger length.
Trigger pull: Approximately 3-3/4 lbs.
Optional: Release Trigger.

Safety
Top tang push button safety. Can be locked in OFF position.

Stock
Select Turkish walnut with competition checkering,
satin epoxy finish.
Standard length of pull is 14-3/8”
Adjustable comb is standard. Drop range: 1 1/4” - 1 5/8”

Forearm
Standard forearm is #3 Trap.

Grade
Standard is classic K-80 scroll engraving.
Optional: Custom and higher grade engravings.

Weight
Approximately 9lbs. in each configuration.

Case
The Trap Special comes in a fitted aluminum case capable of holding
two sets of barrels.
*Spring ‘08
** ”Pro-Rib” capable of over 100% POI –
available in 2008

